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Abstract 

To evaluate the speed of growth of an urban area road is one of the fast information updating 

elements during urban development. Road information extraction based on high resolution 

satellite images play an important role because roads affect city land usage. In this paper 

linear feature extraction approach is proposed for road network extraction from urban area. 

Most research in road extraction begins with an original image. It is difficult and 

computationally expensive to extract roads due to presences of other road-like features with 

straight edges.  In the purposed method firstly noise in the image is easily filtered out using 

color constraints. After that edges are detected followed by central line tracking. The output 

image of this step is considered for the distance transform which help to ridge detector phase. 

Remaining noise is removed by using morphological operators which help to ridge detector 

process. Lastly side point initialization and snake optimization process are applied to extract 

road network from topographic image. The experimental results show that this approach is 

efficient in extracting road segments in urban region from topographic images. 

Keywords- linear feature extraction, central line tracking, edge detection, distance 

transform, ridge detection, Snake optimizing process, automated road extraction. 
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1. Introduction 

Roads, as one of the most important man-made objects, are of great significance in 

landscape and transportation. Urban road information extraction plays a critical role in 

GIS data update, image matching, object detections and finite element analysis, etc. With 

the rapid growth of road related services, such as navigation systems, telematics, and 

location-based services, the efficient extraction of road information is in urgent need 

nowadays. Analysis of high resolution satellite images has been an important research 

topic for accurate and up-to-date road network information essential for urban planning. 

Automated methods improve the speed and utility for road extraction and are therefore 

highly advantageous. Fully automatic extraction of roads from spatial data does not 

require human interference to perform time consuming and expensive process of road 

extraction and has been an active research and development topic for the last twenty-five 

years. Many approaches for the automatic extraction of road network from topographic 

image are found in the literature. Zhang, [1] have done database verification and updating 

determining the region of interest for roads by a multispectral classification and excluding 

high regions using Digital Surface Models (DSM) then parallel edges are extracted in the 

regions of interest. For rural areas Mena et al., [2] have used three different classification 

methods for color and texture and are combined to extract road regions. 

For the complexity of urban road system, using remotely sensed images to recognize and 

extract road network has been a cutting-edge problem in remote sensing and related fields 

[3][4]. Many researchers have done on the topic and achieved abundant results. However, 

existed road extraction methods still have problems in popularization and application: the 

extraction accuracy cannot satisfy the needs of engineering application; the automation is 

in a relatively low level; the performance is limited by either road materials or complex 

road networks. 

This paper presents a new method to extract road which based on linear feature extraction. 

This approach is based on extracting the road network in urban central area accurately and 

automatically. The approach makes full use of linear feature extraction methods and 

geometric properties of roads in the imagery, and proposes a new method to ensure the 

continuity of roads. The approach includes steps as: noise removal using color constraints, 

central line tracking, edge detection, distance transform, ridge detection, ridge filter, noise 
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removal using morphological operator, Side point initialization, control points selection, 

and lastly Snake optimization.  

In this paper, we randomly select topographic image from google search engine in order to 

evaluate road network extraction from low resolution image. This road network extraction 

method gives satisfactory result. The proposed approach is simple, quick, automatic and 

efficient. 

2.  Methodology 

This approach includes linear feature extraction and geometrical constraints to extract road 

network from low resolution topographic image of urban area. Geometric constraints are 

used to track centrelines. The centrelines are used to initialise hypothesis roadsides which 

are starting control points for Snake algorithm. Snakes make use of geometric constraints 

and photometric constraints in the form of energies to optimise control points.  

The hypothesised roadsides are used as corrective measures for correct roadsides. The 

complete process is illustrated in Fig.1. At beginning the centrelines are detected by the 

line tracking process. The centrelines are used to initialise hypothesised side points that 

will be used in the snake optimizing process. 

Finally, the optimising process produces extracted parallel lines which are the roads. The 

details of these processes are in the following sections. 

 

Noise removal  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of the strategy 
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The noise can easily filtered out using color constraints in the first step. This method is 

highly effective to reduce such noise. However the selection of the target color has to be 

verified by a human operator in order to achieve a certain degree of precision. To obtain 

the initial information, the program will simply request the user to select color samples in 

the target area and creates a color filter based on the information.  

 The color filter maker calculates the mean intensity in RGB of the sample pixels and 

filters out the area having significantly different intensity from the mean. The tolerant 

intensity used in this project is (+/-) 40 for the all three color. The result of color filter is as 

shown in figure 2. 

 

                                   

  Intensity Image     Color filter 

Figure 2: result of color filter applied on intensity image. 

2.2 Edge detection 

 

Canny finds edges by looking for local maxima of the gradient of f(x, y). The gradient is 

calculated using the derivative of a Gaussian filter. The method uses two thresholds to 

detect strong and weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are 

connected to strong edges. Therefore, this method is more likely to detect true weak edges 

[5]. 

The implemented Canny edge detector presented the best performance both visually and 

quantitatively based on the measures such as mean square distance, error edge map and 

signal to noise ratio. Using the implemented Canny edge detector as an enhancement tool 

for remote sensing images, the result was robust and achieved a very high enhancement 

level [6]. 

The edges of the color filtered raw image are detected by the canny edge detection; the 

edges are shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Canny edge detected image. 

2.3 Distance transform 

 

From the binary edge image, the distance transform considers only zero pixels. If a zero 

pixel has at least one adjacent non-zero neighbour, the zero’s value will be changed to be 

one greater than that of the smallest neighbour’s in the next iteration. All the zero pixels 

are checked in each iteration. It continues changing any zero pixels until all of them are 

changed. The transformation creates ridges, so called skeletons, between edges. A ridge 

pixel is a transformed pixel where the value changes from low to high and from high back 

to low again in any direction at least one direction.  

Hence, the distance transform tracks zero pixels and increases the pixels’ values, 

symmetrically from both sides of parallel edges. Theoretically, the ridge should be located 

exactly in the middle of the two edges. Connected ridge pixels are, therefore, the 

centerline between two parallel edges. 

 

 

Figure 4: Distance transform 

The distance image of binary edge image of previous step is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Distance image 

2.4 Color filter 

 

To remove unwanted area color filter is applied on distance image as applied at first step. 

After applying color filter on distance image, the resultant image is shown in figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Color filter applied on distance image. 

2.5 Ridges detection 

 

To detect the centreline of road ridges are used. According to characteristics of ridge the 

particular ridge is accepted or rejected as a centreline of road is decided. The ridge 

detector filter out very low and very high distance value by using threshold. The detected 

ridges are shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Ridge image 

2.6 Ridge filter 

 

A ridge pixel is a pixel where the distance value changes from high to low and from low 

back to high in some direction. A sharp edge can be incorrectly detected as a ridge if its 

distance value is in the same range as that of the ridge. The containment of the sharp edges 

notably reduces the length of sharp-edged ridges. Therefore, the short sharp-edged ridges 

can be filtered out using a length constraint and those that are long enough are shown in 

Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Ridge filtered image 

The ridges (Figure 8 (a)) are thinned (8 (b)) using a thinning operator [7]. The thinning 

operator, however, cannot remove groups of pixels at the junctions as shown in Figure 8 

(b). To remove those junctions, pixels having only two neighbors are selected; the rest are 

removed as shown in Figure 8 (c). Then, any two closest tips are connected using the 

Bresenham algorithm [8]. Up to this point, a single pixel ridge is produced as shown in 

Figure 8 (d). To remove branch noise, the junctions are detected and removed, then the 

length constraint is applied to delete too short lines. The remaining pixels are then 

reconnected using the Bresenham algorithm as shown in Figure 8 (e)-(g). 
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Figure 8: Ridge filtering 

2.7 Side point initialisation 

 

The side point initializing process requires a referent centerline. The unmodified centreline 

contains a large number of pixels, which causes high computational expense. The 

initializing process creates a series of control points by selecting represented-pixels. As a 

result, the modified centerline contains only the represented pixels that act as the control 

points. This method reduces the computational expense in the snake optimizing process. 

The control points are shown in Figure 9(b). A control point is located every four pixels 

along the consecutive pixels of the centerline. 

  

 

Figure 9: Control points from a centerline. (a) centerline, (b) control points, (c) side  control points 

The strategy of side point initialization is to project each center control point in the 

perpendicular direction to establish references called the side control points at the two side 

curves. The side control points are located at high gradient magnitude positions from the 

centerlines as shown in Figure 9 (c). The process performs a gradient transform and 

calculates a perpendicular direction to the centerlines at each center control points. The 
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side control points will then be optimised to better fit the real points by the snake 

optimizing process. 

 

2.8 Snake optimising process 

 

Figure 10: Optimised curve 

 

The snake optimizer receives an initial snake curve, V(xiR,yiR,xiL,yiL), i =1,2,3,…,n 

where n is the number of control point on the curve. The curve V consists of two parallel 

lines. The control points on each side represent each line. For example, xiR and yiR are 

the control points on the right side; they are used to specify the right line of the curve. The 

optimizer also requires the image gradient to calculate image energy. 

The optimizing process starts with changing the position of a control point on one side to 

be one pixel closer to the centerline and within the perpendicular direction. Then the total 

energy of a curve with the new control point is calculated. If the calculation suggests that 
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the change of the position would lower the energy, the new control point is treated as a 

candidate control point. The process then returns to change the original control point by 

moving it one pixel further from the centerline in the same direction then the total energy 

is test. If this test shows that the energy of this control point is lower than that of the 

candidate, it will be kept. 

The process performs this calculation iteratively for all control points of both sides on the 

curve. The change that gives the lowest energy is used to update the curve. 

This process uses the updated curve to repeat the optimization from the beginning. The 

process iterates until no new move gives lower energy or the limit loop is reached. The 

last updated curve is considered as the optimum curve. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

In this paper a solid system for automatic road extraction has been presented. An 

integrated approach for automatic road extraction from low resolution topographic image 

is developed based on linear feature extraction using geometric constraints like parallel 

lines. The procedure presented in this paper integrate many different techniques, some 

based on classification and others on spatial analysis, linear feature extraction, and 

provides a fusion of the outcomes under the hypothesis that this is a good strategy for 

detecting features. 

Automatic road extraction from topographic image has the potential to save time and 

money in GIS data collection and update. By improving these approaches and software, it 

will be very useful within the remote sensing and GIS communities. 
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